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S&N Labels South Africa selects ROTOCONTROL
RSD 440
S&N Labels orders a ROTOCONTROL RSD 440 with 2 die stations and DRM turret

Ahrensburg, Germany (March 10, 2010) – Ralph Beier, ROTOCONTROL International Sales
Manager, today announced the receipt of a purchase order for a ROTOCONTROL RSD 440 from
S&N Labels South Africa. The order was placed through ROTOTEC, the local distributor for
ROTOCONTROL product throughout South Africa.
“Patrick Aengenvoort, Director from ROTOTEC invited and accompanied S&N Labels to our
manufacturing facility in Hamburg to view a demonstration of the RSD 440” states Ralph Beier.
“They were so impressed with the technology, specifically the DRM turret, that they placed an order
on-site.”
“After doing business with Patrick for many years, we naturally accepted his invitation to view the
ROTOCONTROL RSD 440 in Germany” states Simon Grisdale, Managing Director of S&N Labels.
Tim Grisdale, Production Manager of S&N Labels states: “The demonstration exceeded our
expectations, especially the DRM dual rewind semi-automatic turret technology. After doing the
calculations on time saved it was easy to justify ordering the additional option.”

ROTOCONTROL DRM series dual rewind semi-automatic turret
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About S&N Labels
S & N Labels provides the total solution to accommodate all your labeling and barcoding
requirements. Our products undergo a strict quality control process to ensure that our customers
receive labels of the highest standard. In addition to labels we also supply a large variety of
thermal and thermal transfer printers, software, printing ribbons and scanning equipment, all of
which undergo the same quality control.
Contact:
S&N Labels
Benoni, South Africa
+27 011 397 6623
sales@snlabels.co.za
About ROTOCONTROL
ROTOCONTROL designs and manufactures leading edge inspection, slitting, rewinding and die
cutting finishing machines for the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature rich, sophisticated models with multiple options.
All utilize S-Drive Servo Technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and
foil materials. Headquartered in Ahrensburg (Hamburg), Germany ROTOCONTROL maintains the
highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility.
ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
To be updated on future ROTOCONTROL Company and Product announcements, visit the
company website at http://www.rotocontrol.com and subscribe to the Mailing List.
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